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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Great Exodus of 2021 

 

By Nicholas West 

Of course ol’ Vlad would know a thing or two about fomenting a             
grand acceleration, but the above statement certainly stands the         
test of time. As we’ve seen, such tumult can create horrific           
conditions, most especially for those who are blissfully unaware of          
such possibilities. That shattered bliss too often leads to fearful          
and panicked masses who abandon all rationality and move as a           
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tide that can drown anyone in its vicinity. It also can lead to             
counter-revolutionary movements that ultimately become     
counterproductive, as the forces of centralization are all too happy          
to restore order by persecuting both sides.  

I don’t think it’s hyperbole to say that people – with full awareness             
or not – are now beginning to run for the hills, literally and             
figuratively, as more than a century’s worth of centralized         
initiatives are coalescing into a maelstrom of action and reaction. 

Decades of transition are now weeks once again. 

Trends in migration that began intensifying in 2020 as lockdowns          
and overt tyranny took hold are set to accelerate rapidly into an            
all-out exodus in 2021 – for as long as movement will be            
permitted. As we’ll see, it’s not only physical movement, but          
digital, financial and spiritual movement as well. 

In past issues of Counter Markets I’ve covered the rising numbers           
of digital nomads and the value they can offer to welcoming           
shores. I’ve covered the “migration of the tax donkeys” from U.S.           
state to state seeking to keep more of their hard-earned fiat. And            
I’ve even covered secession among the many other forms of          
conscious migration to greener pastures. But what is taking place          
now feels far more frantic and, therefore, qualifies as a true           
exodus, where people feel an immediate pressure to find stable          
ground somehow, somewhere, at all costs.  

We can visually see this exodus gaining ground throughout 2020          
in the following graphic: 
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Of course, this has been spun politically to purely reflect          
conservative versus liberal policies throughout the compounding       
economic, health and subsequent crime crisis taking place most         
strikingly in blue states. Capital cities are leading the way in the            
trifecta of tyranny for New York, Illinois and California, for          
example.  

The flight in certain areas has been so dramatic that it has led to a               
population reduction in 16 states, according to the latest Pew          
Census numbers. As noted in their report, national population         
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growth is now the slowest since the Great Depression. The          
consequences for such a rapid disappearance can be dramatic: 

“Knowledge and living standards stagnate for a population        
that gradually vanishes,” concluded Stanford University      
economist Charles Jones in a September working paper        
published by the National Bureau of Economic Research. 

As with all statistics, it’s difficult to completely nail down the full            
truth behind them. Is this flight temporary – people just scrambling           
for better short-term opportunities or a bit more freedom to wait           
things out and see if the smoke clears before returning?  

Inside these trends, it should also be noted that the ones who are             
moving are those who can afford it. Moreover, the reasons they           
have fled are not necessarily shared by those who are forced to            
stay put, even in these supposedly more desirable locations.         
Jeffrey Tucker correctly highlights the disparity: 

A survey conducted by the MorningConsult reveals an        
astonishing upheaval that is massively skewed by education        
and income. The only group consistently reporting a lack of          
misery in 2020 were those with incomes above $100K and          
also those with postgraduate educational credentials. Those       
in suburbs and rural areas with no college, making less than           
$50K, and especially women in general report dramatically        
worsening mental, physical, financial, and professional      
health. – AIER 
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https://www.nber.org/papers/w26651
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https://www.aier.org/article/americans-are-fleeing-lockdowns-when-they-can-afford-it/


 

 

So, we can see only the results of those who have moved, but we              
know much less about those who want to but cannot for whatever            
reason. Moreover, those who are leaving cities for a more rural           
experience are not necessarily greeted by a population who feels          
the same. After all, there are reasons why people have          
continuously left rural areas for urban environments up until this          
point. How will new refugees ultimately impact the culture of these           
areas? 

Similarly, also for those who can afford it, Zero Hedge reported a            
“rental exodus” in January as single-family housing starts spiked         
again after 4 straight months of increases across the nation.          
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/rental-exodus-sparks-surge-single-family-housing-starts-permits


 

Record-low mortgage rates are there for the taking if you have the            
means. 

 

 

Meanwhile, a record amount of Americans continue to take the          
next step and ditch citizenship completely: 

Americans urgently rushed to their embassies to renounce        
their citizenship last year amid the virus pandemic, social         
unrest, economic crash, and political firestorms. 

Americans Overseas said a record 6,705 Americans gave up         
their citizenship in 2020, a 260% increase from 2019 when          
2,577 renounced their citizenship.  
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Even with consulates closed in the early part of the year           
because of the virus pandemic, renunciations still managed        
to nearly triple over the prior year. Before 2020, the highest           
year on record was 5,411 cases in 2016, ahead of former           
President Trump winning the 2016 presidential elections. –        
Zero Hedge 

A massive financial exodus also took place over the last several           
weeks with a flock of new stock traders entering /r/WallStreetBets.          
I won’t cover any of the technical elements of this or even the             
ethics behind either side, but it’s now becoming apparent that “out           
of nowhere” this movement might become more than a mere blip           
on the radar.  

 

The group has since ballooned even further to 8 million just days            
later. Moreover, it has elements of being like an Anonymous for           
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Wall Street by deliberately going on the offensive against         
perceived corruption, moving in concert as initiatives are declared. 

(T)he subreddit has become the world's biggest       
distributed, decentralized hedge fund with a "hive mind",        
where all the individual traders coordinate and work as one,          
and one which can steamroll over virtually any Wall Street          
veteran. In fact, at this rate, Once WSB has 15 million or so             
members - which should happen by the end of the week, as            
it now has a whopping 7 million up from 2 million at the start              
of the week - it will have more monetary firepower than           
the world's biggest hedge fund (central banks not        
included) Bridgewater. – Zero Hedge 

And of course the whole response from the Robinhood app where           
this activity kicked off has caused an exodus of its own after the             
company completely reneged on its commitment to its own client          
base, as well as its very name. In the digital age, it appears under              
the “delete” trend in Google. 

(I)nternet searches for "delete Robinhood'' have gone       
parabolic in recent days, with other search queries including         
"how to delete Robinhood," "delete my Robinhood account,"        
and, "how to delete a Robinhood account" surging across         
the country. – Zero Hedge 
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As more information has come out about other major trading          
platforms similarly colluding to restrict trades, even established        
Wall Street trader-turned-crypto-enthusiast Greg Mannarino has      
pulled his money completely out of trading giants like TD          
Ameritrade, and has advised others to do the same. Mannarino          
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has since said that he will be setting up his own trading vehicle in              
his personal mission to offer honest finance. 

By extension, the subsequent attempt at a silver squeeze shows          
that the hive might be learning that the exodus needs to flee to a              
much more fundamental safe haven by acquiring something of         
tangible value that also could completely undermine predatory        
finance. Sorry, “Dogecoin $1” won’t do it, even if it’s a (slightly)            
better placement than GameStop. Or is it all just disinfo? Only           
time will tell, but the point remains that mainly young people who            
might have taken decades to become educated about systemic         
financial corruption are learning in a matter of weeks. They are           
also learning valuable lessons about capital gains tax and the evil           
IRS! Most importantly, it’s leading them to dabble in crypto.          
Hopefully, they begin to shun the “get rich quick” mentality and           
follow a diversified plan like the one outlined by Jeff Paul last            
month to attain more long-lasting results while pursuing the true          
benefits of peer-to-peer electronic cash. 

Another breaking story that might help create an exodus from the           
legacy banking system is that Bank of America admits to          
submitting financial records of Americans presumed innocent, but        
falling under “suspicious” criteria after being in some proximity to          
the Capitol mob scene. Perhaps this can be another flagrant          
wake-up call to something that has actually been in effect since           
9/11. In fact, in my former life as a retail business owner, it wasn’t              
long after the events of 9/11 that we received notice to fill out             
Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs) for any customer paying more         
than $2,000 in cash. I threw our intro stack of 10 or so forms into               
the garbage, but it gave me a clear indication of where things            
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were headed. None of this was broadcast on the nightly news, of            
course, but this latest intrusion has been.  

Amid all of this financial corruption, we continue to see the           
tentacles of censorship and cancel culture trying to squeeze the          
life out of any dissent. This has led to much louder calls by many              
in the independent media to join the Big Tech Exodus from major            
social media platforms. Similarly, both groups who have fled         
persecution have found themselves hunted in their chosen safe         
zones as well – Robinhood and other brokerages now having          
closed and restricted trades, drawing further scrutiny by        
government; and evacuees to Parler, Telegram and the like         
finding their communications completely cut off by the service         
provider gatekeepers within that still-centralized structure. But,       
again, it’s all a significant step toward better solutions that can be            
found within truly decentralized finance and blockchain social        
networks. 

All of this flight creates fertile ground for quick economic, political           
and cultural transformation on a macro scale, but it also can lead            
to very poor decision making on a personal level when one is            
principally motivated only by panic. As a simple suggestion         
straight away for any of you who might be feeling a similar need to              
escape, I would offer something that helped me along my path as            
an expatriate more than 15 years ago – always consider what you            
are moving toward, not what you are moving away from ... and try             
to make it as specific as possible. In other words, panic is a fine              
enough motivation – and you really might be in imminent danger –            
but setting new concrete goals and getting in touch with what it is             
you really desire will help give structure when you will need it            
most. This is a mentality that I was happy to see reported by Vin              
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in his article this month about the steady stream of arrivals to            
Saipan and their reasoning behind it.  

Lastly, but certainly not least for the vast majority of people, would            
be spiritual considerations. Even for those more inclined toward         
the atheistic or agnostic side such as myself, times like these           
should raise new questions about the significance of our         
relationship to the forces that shape culture and human behavior.          
This is also manifesting at a basic level with people beginning to            
reconnect to tradition, preparedness and self-sufficiency in what        
could generally be referred to as a “return to nature.” And the rise             
of urban farming proves that you don’t have to go full Amish in             
order to feel fulfilled. 

For those who would like to explore the higher order of these            
trends, Vin’s Ascendant Project is recommended as a powerful         
introduction. You can also follow along in real-time at Vin’s Twitter           
feed where he offers his cosmological commentary that gives         
thought-provoking insight about today’s headlines and memes. 

At the very least, a commitment to introspection can help you           
identify and solidify your motivations. Keeping one’s ship on         
course through choppy waters is sure to be extremely valuable as           
those around you scurry and scramble aimlessly, prone to being          
blown off course by prevailing winds.  

Closing thoughts 

What all of this illustrates is that after a long stretch of apparent             
stagnation where the overwhelming majority of people have        
passively accepted their lot in life, there is dramatic motion taking           
place. It’s manifesting in many different ways, but once again          
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underscores what I alluded to at the beginning of the coronacrisis           
– those who promote the ideology of centralized control based on           
scientific micromanagement grossly overestimate their     
competence, as well as the science and mathematics in which          
they trust. The complexities of human behavior and motivations –          
always free to switch at a moment’s notice, inspiration or panic –            
can manifest in completely unpredictable ways. Yes, there are         
general trends that we do our best to highlight here at Counter            
Markets, incorporating the lessons of the past to help outline a           
likely future, but it must also be acknowledged that uncharted          
waters do exist, and it appears that 2021 could be those waters. 

 

Our best approach is to remain flexible and adaptable, armed and           
armored by the development of new skills and knowledge which          
will enable us to thrive within stability or total chaos.  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
Doing Business in The Dim Age 

 

By Vin Armani 

The main critique against those who profess to hold libertarian          
political views is that the liberty-minded individual tends toward         
selfish and self-serving behavior. This is an easy slight to level           
against individualists. Collectivists have, as their organizing       
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axiom, the notion that the “greater good” should be prioritized          
over the needs or desires of any given individual.  

As individualists, it is important that we examine our own views           
when it comes to being of service to our fellow man. This is             
particularly important for those of us who adhere to an agorist           
mindset, desiring the spread of markets free from violent         
coercion.  

In this article, I will explore my own framework for service and            
how I am working, here in Saipan, to apply that to my everyday             
entrepreneurial endeavors. 

The entrepreneurs I have known over the years who seem the           
most at peace and fulfilled are those whose efforts in business           
are centered around providing a valuable service to their         
community (whatever the size and scope of that community         
happens to be).  

My own heuristic for deciding whether or not to pursue a particular            
opportunity is to look not at the possible financial gains, but to ask             
myself if I would feel a sense of meaning if I had to work, day after                
day, for years building and sustaining the business that         
opportunity would spawn. As a young man, I was quite satisfied to            
find something interesting, where I would be able to increase my           
skills in a particular area, and have a bit of an adventure in so              
doing. 

As I have gotten older (and maybe a bit wiser), opportunities now            
must provide me the opportunity to solve pressing problems in the           
lives of those around me. That a problem is yearning for a            
solution and that I might be able to help manifest that solution is             
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what captures my attention and makes a new project shine forth,           
begging to be worked on. 

That a given venture looks to be profitable is a key prerequisite for             
my interest and participation. I learned long ago that         
pie-in-the-sky dreams of getting rich on a given venture are          
always misguided. This has even been true in the ventures I have            
had that turned out to be terrifically profitable. At the end of the             
day, a business must be profitable if it is going to continue solving             
the problem it set out to solve. A business must be profitable to             
expand and serve more individuals. An agorist business must be          
profitable in order to separate itself, at increasingly greater         
degrees, from the machinery of state violence – to journey further           
into the truly free market. A business must also generate enough           
profit such that those financial resources can compensate the         
humans involved in the business, as employees, founders,        
contractors, and vendors, such that the business is a worthwhile          
affair for all involved, something in which all stakeholders actually          
want to continue participating. 

The proverbial boot of the state is increasing its pressure on the            
double-masked face of humanity. We all see it. Those practicing          
agorism, in times like these, have been crucial sources of hope           
and strength. During the Soviet times, carefully hidden printing         
presses churned out forbidden texts, samizdat, that allowed a         
trod-upon people to get a glimmer of a reality outside of the cold             
iron curtain.  

Since ancient times, communities have formed outside of tyranny         
to support one another and keep hold of ancient wisdom. Agorism           
in the current age will take the form of those curating           
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decentralized networks using end-to-end cryptography, where      
goods and services are exchanged for peer-to-peer electronic        
cash. Acquiring and passing on the knowledge of how to operate           
in this framework, outside of the social and financial panopticon          
being ushered in as we speak, is an urgent problem that can be             
solved profitably. This is our chance to be of service. 

Saipan has truly been a shelter in the storm that was 2020. A             
slowly, (but steadily) growing community of new arrivals and         
locals have begun adopting and using cryptocurrency on a regular          
basis, powered by wallets and point-of-sale systems developed        
right here on-island over the last year. Even the local government           
is starting to take positive notice and ask if the Bitcoin blockchain            
might be able to solve some of their own problems.  

While I am naturally wary of being involved with any government           
in any way, in a commonwealth of only fifty thousand (or so)            
souls, where so many people are related in one way or another,            
the line between government and family is heavily blurred. This is           
a government that has shown a reluctance to tax its own people            
and that can’t mint its own currency (the US Dollar is the legal             
tender), so perhaps their are creative ways that the government          
can participate in a cryptocurrency economy and, with vigilance,         
that economy can stay permissionless and decentralized. This is         
something we are (slowly) investigating here. 

We have seen social media censorship, and now we are seeing           
financial censorship rear its head. Perhaps we can live without          
TikTok if it means retaining our freedom of expression. A          
crackdown by banks could serve to drive people toward         
cryptocurrency. That might not be a terrible tradeoff. But what of           
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your actual internet connection? How long before major ISPs,         
including mobile phone companies, get into the censorship game         
and start disconnecting undesirables from the internet altogether? 

A few business partners and I have engaged with one of the            
many new providers of satellite internet service that have had          
their equipment borne into the heavens by SpaceX. The new          
private space race stands to upset the current communications         
paradigm, adding an entirely new set of players to a game (cable,            
DSL, and mobile internet) that is currently dominated by a handful           
of entrenched service providers.  

Just because a satellite is sitting above your nation does not, in            
any way, mean that the providers of that satellite service are           
beholden to the state under which you live. New means of           
delivering uncensored internet service are going to be crucial to          
millions who will very shortly find themselves under the yoke of           
totalitarianism. Solving this particular problem for that group of         
people will be rewarding (even thrilling) and profitable to boot. 

Agorism is not just using countereconomics to do business         
outside of a market saturated by state violence. Agorism is the           
conscious application of countereconomic principles and practices       
not just because such action can put a few (or many) dollars in             
your pockets. Agorism is thought and action consistent with         
freedom. The businesses that we build and maintain must not just           
be examples of how to make money, they must be an example of             
how to make people more free. It wasn’t just the content of the             
texts themselves that made samizdat such an effective memetic         
weapon against Soviet authoritarianism, it was the fact that, by          
merely holding a samizdat book in your hand, you were witness to            
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labors made in the service of the freedom and life of mankind (as             
individuals and as a species). 

The most encouraging phenomenon that I have witnessed since I          
have been in Saipan is the trickle of young men (in their 20s) who              
are finding their way to this place. Not only are they wanting to             
escape lockdowns in their place of origin, but they make the           
journey to an island in the middle of a vast sea, in order to keep a                
flame of hope alive within them, the hope that they can make            
something of their life and have a meaningful adulthood. These          
men are, invariably, entrepreneurially-minded. They see their       
locked-down native lands as bereft of opportunity and travel into          
the unknown in search of the opportunity to make something of           
themselves. The similarities, with the immigrants of all ages who          
left their crumbling homelands for “the chance to make a better           
life,” are striking.  

We are in a time when it appears the human spirit is on the ropes,               
but I am sure it is still standing and just needs to catch its breath               
before mounting a comeback. 

It’s been wonderful interacting with you in our Telegram group          
and it is encouraging to see that our readership is, for the most             
part, approaching this global shift as an opportunity. If you aren’t           
in the Counter Markets Telegram group, please join. I want to           
hear stories from your location and I want to learn what           
opportunities you are pursuing. We are coming to a moment          
where so much of our success will depend on communities of           
like-minded individuals finding ways to use their individual gifts to          
be of great service to others. We have a big role to play in the               
coming age. By finding ways to survive and thrive ourselves, we           
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gain wisdom that we can share with others who are on a similar             
path to our own. Let’s take the opportunity to be sure that those             
paths cross. These connections will be essential in allowing us to           
be of great service to the world. 
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WEALTH 
 

Wall Street Bets and The Rise of Financial Activism 

 
By Jeff Paul 
 
Political activism is completely ineffective. Think about the amount         
of resources spent on the recent election. Biden raised $1.69B          
and Trump raised $1.96B. Not to mention money raised for all the            
other candidates, party funds, PACs, etc. And think about the          
amount of energy wasted canvassing, protesting, and media        
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posts. The result from all of that energy was an election very few             
people trusted where almost nothing substantive will change. 
 
I’m old enough to remember the Tea Party and Occupy Wall           
Street protests against the banker and Wall Street bailouts. And          
what did those protests accomplish? Jack shit.  
 
Sure, we got the first ever audit of the Federal Reserve showing            
trillions in secret bailouts. And what did that accomplish? Jack          
shit. Nothing. If anything, they’ve grown more powerful by printing          
infinite money to purchase real things – like everyone’s         
mortgages, corporate bonds, securities, etc. 
 
Compare that ineffective activism to the Wall Street Bets recent          
tactic of crowdsourcing investments to disrupt corrupt Wall Street         
behavior. In short, a bunch of Reddit users decided to band           
together to buy GameStop stock in order to squeeze hedge funds           
that bet against the stock. These hedge funds opened         
over-leveraged shorts – bets that the stock price will decline. Wall           
Street Bets activists investing into GameStop resulted in $70B in          
losses to some hedge funds. Meanwhile, low-income investors        
experienced epic gains in the first week of the event. 
 
Shorting stocks, as a tactic, is not necessarily corrupt. However,          
shorting 130% of the total supply of a specific stock, which those            
hedge funds were doing to GameStop, is considered market         
manipulation. Outspoken entrepreneurial legends like Mark      
Cuban, Elon Musk, and Patrick Byrne have all complained that          
over-leveraged shorts cause stock prices to decline, guaranteeing        
the hedge fund’s shorts will pay off. After all, when the “market”            
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sees that level of shorts on a company, nobody considers it a            
good investment and the price suffers. 
 
The Rigged Game 
 
One of our taglines at Counter Markets is “How To Live Free and             
Succeed in This Rigged Economic and Political System.” 
 
Besides the obvious money rigging by the Federal Reserve, we          
don’t often see naked market manipulation like what happened         
during the GameStop short squeeze. 
 
Did you really think the Wall Street “regulators” were going to let            
the little guy win at the expense of large institutions? 
 
The Reddit rebellion mostly used apps like Robinhood to buy          
stocks because they’re easy to use and don’t have any trading           
fees. When GameStop stock exploded higher and the activist         
short squeeze became world news, Robinhood prevented users        
from buying GameStop and other stocks mentioned at        
/r/wallstreetbets. They only permitted users to sell those stocks.  
 
It’s clear that if investors are only allowed to sell a stock, the price              
will decline. And that’s exactly what happened. No doubt this          
helped some hedge funds reduce the losses on their short bets.           
Meanwhile, it took gains away from average investors. 
 
The rebellion was outraged! The sentiment was that Robinhood         
not only broke the law but also strayed from its own stated            
mission: 
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Robinhood's mission is to democratize finance for all. We         
believe that everyone should have access to the financial         
markets, so we've built Robinhood from the ground up to          
make investing friendly, approachable, and understandable      
for newcomers and experts alike. (Source) 

 
This obvious financial censorship woke up A LOT of people. It is a             
huge signal we are indeed in the apocalypse (lifting of the veil).            
Hopefully, these people are more motivated than ever to replace          
the rigged system with something better. 
 
The Misdirection 
 
Although creative and inspiring, the Reddit rebellion will likely be          
slowed through market rigging, or misdirected by meme warfare. 
 
Almost immediately after Wall Street Bets successfully drove the         
GameStop shares over 1000% higher, chatter began about the         
next potential target. Memes began flying around in an attempt to           
pump other assets. Dogecoin rocketed 800% higher and        
#SilverSqueeze started trending.  
 
If financial institutions didn’t respect the power of meme magic          
before this, they do now. And it would be naive to think they aren’t              
engaging in counter meme warfare. Many pointed out that the          
#SilverSqueeze meme was not started by /r/wallstreetbets and        
was promoted heavily by the Cathedral media, indicating that the          
institutions were trying to misdirect the rebellion away from         
heavily shorted stocks to something they may benefit from. 
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As mentioned in previous issues, the 2010 meme “Buy silver,          
crash JP Morgan” effectively drove the price of silver to an all-time            
high of $50/ounce. Today, JP Morgan is one of the largest holders            
of physical silver on Wall Street. Perhaps they were pushing the           
#SilverSqueeze meme hoping to tap the previous anti-Wall-Street        
meme magic for their benefit. 
 
The reason #SilverSqueeze got a foothold during the peak of the           
GameStop hype is there’s some truth to it. The price of paper            
silver (ETFs, etc.) doesn’t accurately reflect the price for physical          
silver. It’s clear that some kind of manipulation is occurring when           
physical silver costs 40% more than the spot price. When silver           
dealers are out of stock and the US Mint can’t meet demand,            
shouldn’t the paper price of silver be screaming higher? And yet           
the #SilverSqueeze price bounce only lasted one day before         
retreating.  
 
Although we believe in meme magic, that is not why we own            
silver. We own it because everything with a value and a limited            
supply is likely to increase in price. And silver is way undervalued. 
 
The point of mentioning this example is to be aware that meme            
magic is being used on all sides. I own Dogecoin and silver, so             
naturally I’m thrilled when number go up. But we must be careful            
not to get captured by so-called anti-establishment memes that         
may lead us into a trap. 
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Even though many people made money from the GameStop         
pump, others lost heavily. Dave Portnoy, the founder of Barstool          
Sports, admits to losing over $700K after the market rigging. 
 
Betting on failed companies to stick it to Wall Street is not a             
recommended strategy.  
 
Real Economic Activism 
 
Counter Markets is all about free market activism. Agorism is          
counter-economic action directed at empowering individuals and       
local economies while weakening the corporate state.  
 
The Wall Street Bets tactic reinforced the effectiveness of         
economic activism, but that strategy requires playing a rigged         
game. 
 
As we have covered in previous issues, economic activism         
outside of the rigged system is more effective and less          
susceptible to outside influence. 
 
Here are a few strategies we’ve recommended over the years that           
are more effective than trading stonks on Robinhood: 
 

● Produce Your Own – Producing your needs is a powerful          
way to starve corporate interests and the state. That is why           
we consistently highlight ways to be more self-sufficient.        
Growing your own food, producing your own power, 3D         
printing tools, and fermenting your own adult beverages are         
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just some of the ways that you can gain more independence           
from the rigged system. 

● Side Hustle – Starting a side hustle is another tactic to           
invest your energy in something that not only benefits you          
and your customers but also weakens corporate state        
control over your time and resources. An off-the-books side         
hustle is preferable, but even a registered side business has          
advantages to the same ends – tax deductions most notably. 

● Vote with Dollars – I recently wrote an article for this           
newsletter about the power of Boycotts and Buycotts as         
consumer activism. The strategy is simple: don’t spend        
money on things you don’t support. Your money is just          
stored energy. Only spend your energy on things you         
support. 

● Buy Second Hand or Direct – Buying goods second hand          
from Craigslist, Facebook Marketplace or others avoids       
taxation and contribution to corporate coffers. This tactic        
includes things like buying directly from farmers or other         
local producers. A secondary effect of this type of informal          
commerce is meeting people. I have met good friends         
through engaging in Craigslist.  

● Stealth Wealth – Invest in assets that are outside of view           
from the state and corporations that report to the state.          
Examples of stealth wealth include cash, cryptocurrency,       
precious metals, fine art, equipment, collectibles, food, tools,        
etc. Ammunition, specifically, is up nearly 10X since Trump         
was elected in 2016, and it’s even hard to get at the            
moment.  

● Develop Valuable Skills – Investing in yourself is perhaps         
the most impactful thing you can do with your precious          
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energy during these unstable times. While others are        
distracted by endless streams of content, take a deep dive          
into learning and practicing a skill that is valuable to yourself           
and the market. Skills are the one form of wealth that no one             
can take from you. 

 
Financial gain, some call greed, is a powerful incentive. Magic          
happens when financial incentives are combined with actions that         
result in a higher achievement. It completes the hero’s two          
journeys of outer and inner fulfillment. It is the agorist’s journey. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 
 

 
Bitcoin took a bit of a breather last month. January began around            
$32k, and quickly headed up to $40k, only to drop back to $32k             
again. After that, the remainder of the month saw prices bouncing           
repeatedly between $30k and $40k. Just this morning, on Feb 8,           
Tesla disclosed in its most recent filing that it had allocated $1.5            
Billion of its company treasury to Bitcoin. This disclosure sent          
prices ripping through the $40k level to just under $44k. If the            
momentum continues, it could be a quick run up to the $50k level.  
 
Any pullbacks we’ve seen in Bitcoin have been short-lived these          
past few weeks; and given the level of market enthusiasm, we           
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expect any future pullbacks to be short-lived as well. The          
allocation of corporate treasuries to Bitcoin is on the rise, as           
institutional FOMO starts to take grip. No corporate treasurer out          
there wants to be the guy who didn’t allocate a small percentage            
of their cash hoard to crypto. As a result, we’re seeing steady            
demand for Bitcoin, and heavy buying on any dips. Retail demand           
from PayPal and Square users continues to eat up nearly all           
supply as well, so the chances of a large selloff are pretty slim.  
 
In the past, Bitcoin was considered so risky that it could           
potentially go to $0. Professional money managers, corporate        
treasurers, pension plan administrators , etc. ... none of them          
could invest in an experimental asset that might be worth $0 in a             
matter of months. Today the story is entirely different. Bitcoin has           
a market cap of $750 Billion. It’s being purchased by huge           
corporations, and being held by some of the oldest and safest           
financial institutions in the world. Clearly the risk of holding Bitcoin           
has taken on a new perspective. It’s no longer too risky to invest             
in because it might go to $0. Now the narrative is that it’s too risky               
not to invest in Bitcoin, because it might go up 10-50x in value.  
 
Bitcoin is being called the new gold by more and more financial            
analysts, and there are some valid similarities between the two          
assets. Both are hedges against inflation, and both are outside          
the controls of the current fiat currency system. Bitcoin has a           
couple of edges on gold, however. One being the ease of           
transfer between parties, as paying someone physical gold for a          
good or service is nearly impossible. The other is bitcoin as a            
currency is completely hard, whereas gold supply can go up and           
down with market demand. When gold prices are climbing, miners          
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can make more money, so they respond by processing more          
gold. Bitcoin mining can’t respond to increased market demand.         
There will never be a way to produce more than the           
predetermined number of coins, so increased demand can only         
be met by increased prices. For an interesting thought experiment          
on gold versus bitcoin please read this article.  
 
The latest on the news front appears to be bullish for Bitcoin.            
There are far fewer more attempts to squash it, trash it, and            
associate its use with criminal activity. Even Janet Yellen walked          
back her comments on Bitcoin less than 24 hours after she           
declared its use was primarily for illicit purposes, meaning that          
someone in a position of power told her she needed to correct            
that statement.  
 
With all this bullish news, and incredibly positive investor         
sentiment, it’s difficult to see any reason why Bitcoin prices would           
pull back significantly here. As we mentioned last month, that’s          
often a caution sign when dealing with the markets, so please be            
prepared for some volatility in the weeks ahead. Going forward          
we expect demand to continue increasing as large institutions         
allocate a portion of their capital to Bitcoin. We also expect both            
upside and downside volatility to increase, as these large         
purchases take the BTC out of the market, leading to decreased           
liquidity.  
 
For anyone interested in earning 8.6% on a USD stablecoin, or           
6% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.  
https://countermarkets.com/crypto 
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For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
BlockFi to take your first position. They’ve recently added support          
for ACH transfers, and they offer a nice signup bonus and interest            
rate in Bitcoin. Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest           
more than you’re comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility,         
with possible price swings of 50% or more in a matter of days. 

 

Silver Update 

 

 
Despite some large price swings last month, silver prices ended          
up close to where they started in January. We started off the            
month around the $26.50 level, dropped to the $24.50 level,          
spiked to just above $29, then pulled back to around the $27 level             
we’re at today.  
 
The $29 level was the logical point for a pullback, as that’s about             
the 1-year high for silver, and the same place prices topped out            
back in the July/August rally. Prices have now gone from $22.50           
in early December, all the way up to $29, which is a sizable move              
for silver. This pullback to $27, and perhaps a little further, is likely             
needed here so we can consolidate and set up for the next leg of              
this move. 
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We’re looking at back-to-back months with 20% price swings in          
silver now, which is quite volatile for a typically boring precious           
metal. The recent spike to $29 was largely driven by excess           
media coverage hyping up a short squeeze supposedly being put          
on by some reddit traders. Interestingly enough, the reddit forum          
in question had very little involvement in silver, leading to further           
speculation that the recent spike was one hedge fund versus          
another, using false news reports to build hype and interest in           
supporting their position. Whatever the case, the reddit trading         
story will fade rather quickly, and may result in a slight pullback            
here as the fast money traders don’t see their gains materialize           
quickly enough.  
 
Looking at the larger picture, the case for owning gold and silver            
remains very strong, especially when looking down the road a          
couple of years. Inflation targets from the Fed are higher than           
average, loose money policies are in full effect, interest rates are           
near all-time lows, and the new administration is looking to give           
away more money as economic stimulus.  
 
Owning gold and silver have always been a great way to protect            
purchasing power and hedge against inflation; but with the current          
tailwind being provided by our government, we’ve got all the          
conditions in place for a truly remarkable run in gold and silver. It             
won’t be a one-way move, but over the next several years we            
should see precious metals trend steadily higher as excess US          
dollars continue to flood the market.  
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New covid cases are dropping dramatically for the first time since           
this pandemic began, and should the trend continue, we’ll likely          
see the initial signs of inflation quite soon. Household savings          
levels are at an all-time high, largely due to the difficulty of going             
out and spending money right now. But as restaurants, bars,          
gyms, car dealerships, airlines, etc. start increasing their capacity,         
we’ll see this built-up cash come flooding into the market. Home           
prices in many areas of the country have already spiked, as           
30-year mortgage rates dropped to the lowest levels ever seen.  
 
In the physical bullion market, premiums on silver coins have          
spiked again, up to about 25% this time. This spike is most likely             
driven by the recent price surge, and overhyped “short squeeze.”          
There is no real shortage in the physical bullion market currently.           
All online dealers seem to have plenty of availability, so this           
premium jump is just dealers capitalizing on the media hype about           
silver. Give it a couple of weeks and we’ll likely see the premiums             
come back to the 15% level we were at last month.  
 
Even junk silver premiums, which were about $2 last month, have           
jumped to near $6 today, which is far too expensive. With           
premiums like this, you’re better off walking into your local coin           
shop and seeing what they can do for you.  
 
Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at 70,               
which was still on the upper end, historically speaking, but well off            
the extremes of 90+ we saw a few months back. At this time,             
we’re down to 67, as silver's move was again more significant           
than gold's move last month. The 20-year historical ratio for gold           
to silver sits at about 60, so we’re not too far off here. If silver               
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were to hit just over $30, we’d be right at that 20-year average, so              
the silver being undervalued relative to gold trade is largely done           
at this point. That’s not to say silver can’t still move; it is still likely               
to outperform gold in terms of percentage moves, both up and           
down, as it tends to be the more volatile of the two metals.  
 
If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to            
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just             
as easily on any stock exchange. 
 
If you’re in the market for physical bullion, we’d encourage you to            
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.  
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (March 2021) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The GREATER Reset Report  

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Using Meme Magic To Your Benefit 

WEALTH 

How To Find Cheap Farmland 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 
Not a member yet? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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